It is shown that the intensity of light reflected from plane-parallel turbid media is anisotropic in all situations encountered in practice. The anisotropy, in the form of higher intensity at large polar angles, increases when the amount of near-surface bulk scattering is increased, which dominates in optically thin and highly absorbing media. The only situation with isotropic intensity is when a non-absorbing infinitely thick medium is illuminated diffusely. This is the only case where the Kubelka-Munk model gives exact results and there exists an exact translation between Kubelka-Munk and general radiative transfer. This also means that a bulk scattering perfect diffusor does not exist. Angle-resolved models are thus crucial for a correct understanding of light scattering in turbid media. The results are derived using simulations and analytical calculations. It is also shown that there exists an optimal angle for directional detection that minimizes the error introduced when using the Kubelka-Munk model to interpret reflectance measurements with diffuse illumination.
INTRODUCTION
Propagation of light in turbid media, or radiative transfer, has been studied throughout the last century. Radiative transfer theory is applied in a variety of fields such as astrophysics, atmospherical physics and neutron diffusion. It is also used in various industrial contexts as for example paper, printing, graphics, textiles, and the plastics industry.
Early attempts to develop a theory for radiative transfer include Schuster [1] and Kubelka and Munk [2] [3] [4] . They proposed two-flux models that consider the radiation, or intensity, in two directions only. The general problem of radiative transfer is described, for example, by Chandrasekhar [5] , and efficient numerical solution methods exist, as presented by, e.g., Edström [6] . As opposed to the early intents to present a theory of radiative transfer, the theory now describes the intensity at all locations and in all directions. Modern models thus capture angular variations, or the anisotropy, of the intensity, while previous ones do not. The present work deals with the anisotropy of the intensity when considering planeparallel media, and it is the purpose to show that anisotropy is present in almost all situations, and that lowresolution models are insufficient for a full understanding of light scattering in turbid media.
Schuster acknowledged the importance of angular variations in the light distribution within the medium, but refrained from investigating the matter further because of its complexity. Other authors have discussed or observed anisotropy and mentioned its potential importance [7] [8] [9] [10] . The model developed by Kubelka and Munk (hereafter KM model) does not take angular variations into account. Kubelka [3] claimed their model to be exact when the incident light is diffuse (isotropic), or when collimated illumination incident at 60°from the normal is used. Kubelka argued that the mean path in the medium is proportional to the vertical distance from the medium surface, which is the measure of extension in the KM model, under these circumstances. The KM model assumes isotropic single scattering, and the reasoning is based on the belief that this together with the specified illumination conditions leads to an isotropic intensity throughout the medium.
Several problems with the KM model have been reported, as it is widely used in industrial applications. One example is the dependence between the model parameters [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and explanations have been proposed attributing the behavior to model limitations [7, [16] [17] [18] [19] . The disagreement between the KM model and general radiative transfer theory has been investigated by Edström [20] , who noted that it is most noticeable for optically thin and highly absorbing media. The KM model thus gives incorrect results even where it is generally believed to give exact results.
The purpose of this work is to investigate anisotropy and to explain how it arises in plane-parallel turbid media. Also, the KM model validity is studied by recovering the KM model from general radiative transfer theory using the necessary assumptions, and the error introduced when applying the KM model is investigated. While this paper has a theoretical focus, part II of this work [21] is more applied, dealing with experimental verification of the results and measurement related issues concerning anisotropy.
THEORIES OF RADIATIVE TRANSFER

A. General Radiative Transfer
The problem of radiative transfer concerns calculating the radiation field in a turbid medium that absorbs, scatters, and emits radiation. The quantity of interest is the intensity I defined as
This is thus the flow of energy dE /dt through the area da within the solid angle d, where is the angle between da and d. The intensity can represent a set of photons traveling along the same line and is also referred to as light or radiation in this work. Equation (1) holds for all wavelengths but this is not stated explicitly here. If the intensity I travels a distance ds it will be reduced by
where e is the extinction coefficient. The extinction can be due to absorption or scattering, and the extinction coefficient can thus be divided in two parts:
where a and s are the absorption and scattering coefficients. The single scattering albedo a is defined as
and the optical thickness as = e s. ͑5͒
The albedo and the optical thickness are dimensionless measures of the medium's characteristics. The contribution to the intensity from scattering is accounted for by the source function S defined as
where p͑cos ⌰͒ is the phase function that describes the probability for scattering at an angle ⌰ from the direction of incidence. Adding this source term to Eq. (2) gives the equation of radiative transfer:
To account for other phenomena, such as for example fluorescence, an additional term has to be included in Eq. (6). This is not within the scope of the present work.
B. Kubelka-Munk Model
The KM model reduces the problem of radiative transfer to light traveling in two directions in a homogeneous medium characterized by its KM scattering and absorption coefficients, s KM and k KM . If light of intensity i travels a distance dx, the intensity will be reduced by ͑s KM + k KM ͒idx. The amount scattered will reappear as intensity in the other direction, j. The same conditions hold for this intensity. This gives the following equations for the changes in intensity:
where i is the intensity in the downward direction and j in the upward.
ANISOTROPIC REFLECTANCE FROM TURBID MEDIA
A. DORT2002 Simulations
To investigate the anisotropy of light reflected from planeparallel turbid media, the simulation tool DORT2002 developed by Edström [6] is employed. (The DORT2002 software is freely available from the authors.) This tool implements a numerical solution of Eq. (7). To illustrate the phenomena under consideration here, the single scattering albedo and optical thickness of the medium are assigned numerical values. To exclude anisotropy originating from anisotropic single scattering the phase function p͑cos ⌰͒ϵ1 is used. In Fig. 1 the distribution of the reflected light, the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF), is calculated for three media. The BRDF is proportional to the intensity I [22] . Isotropic illumination is used, and the supposed validity conditions of the KM model are thus fulfilled. The first medium in Fig. 1(a) is a low absorbing thick medium, and it can be seen that the reflected light is close to isotropic. In Fig. 1(b) the BRDF for a low absorbing thin medium is shown. It can be seen that the light distribution is highly anisotropic in this case, with more light being reflected at larger polar angles. Similarly, for the highly absorbing thick medium in Fig. 1(c) , the BRDF is also highly anisotropic with more light being reflected at larger polar angles. It is thus observed that increasing the absorption or the transmittance increases the anisotropy in this sense. Fig. 1 . Three-dimensional BRDF for three media. The single scattering albedo is denoted by a and the optical thickness by . The supposed validity conditions of the KM model are used; that is, isotropic illumination and isotropic single scattering. A shaded half sphere is included for reference. The resulting intensity is anisotropic, since more light is reflected into larger polar angles for (b) thin and (c) highly absorbing media.
B. Analytical Calculations
In order to determine what causes the anisotropic reflectance, simple analytical relations can be stated.
If light is scattered at a depth d inside a medium with extinction coefficient e , the probability for the light to exit the medium without further scattering is
where e exp͑− e x͒ is the path length probability density and u = cos with the exit angle. This type of expression is often denoted Beer's law. It can be seen that the probability depends strongly on the exit angle and decays with . This is shown in Fig. 2 where the probability for an exit direction for different scattering depths is illustrated schematically. It can be seen that the distance to the surface strongly affects the angular distribution of the reflected light. A larger distance to the surface causes the relative amount of radiation exiting the medium at larger polar angles to decrease. Thus, the presence of near-surface bulk scattering alters the angular distribution of the reflected light.
Taking into account the distribution of the depth of the first scattering event gives
͑10͒
The situation treated is illustrated in Fig. 3 and the expression holds for an infinitely thick medium, i.e., when transmittance is not present, with normally incident light. Equation (10) depends on exit angle only, while Eq. (9) depends on optical thickness and exit angle. This is a consequence of introducing a length scale in Eq. (9) when specifying a scattering depth. Equation (10) says that, independently of the characteristics of an infinitely thick medium, the probability for normally incident light to be reflected from the first scattering event decays with exit angle as 1 / ͑1+1/u͒. This can be understood intuitively since the same extinction coefficient governs both the depth of the first scattering and the exit path of the light.
Equations (9) and (10) state a fundamental result. They show that angular variations in the reflectance must depend on the relative contributions from different depths in the medium. This is the only behavior that distinguishes different media. If the reflectance is dominated by light originating from a certain depth, its angular distribution will be determined by this light. That is, if nearsurface bulk scattering dominates, the relative amount of light reflected into larger polar angles will increase, when compared to media with other depths dominating. The intensity I is thus anisotropic if scattering from a certain depth dominates the reflectance. This holds no matter the order of the scattering. The crucial factor is the starting depth of photons exiting the medium. Changing the angle of incidence can change the relative contribution to the reflectance from different depths, but the result stated still holds.
C. Conclusions about Anisotropy
What causes the anisotropy can be understood in the light of the result obtained from Eqs. (9) and (10) . In a low absorbing thin medium, near-surface bulk scattering will dominate, since light penetrating the medium further has a high probability of being transmitted. Similarly, in a highly absorbing thick medium, near-surface bulk scattering will dominate since the light has a high probability of being absorbed when penetrating the medium further. Thus, transmittance and absorption are two characteristics determining the anisotropy, since they govern the relative amount of near-surface bulk scattering. Two extreme cases are a thick non-absorbing medium, giving close to isotropic reflectance, and a thin, highly absorbing one reflecting most anisotropically.
A third factor that affects the relative amount of nearsurface bulk scattering is the illumination. If the illumination is incident near the normal direction, the light will on average penetrate the medium further, thus causing the first scattering to occur deeper inside the medium. If the illumination is incident obliquely the light will on average scatter closer to the surface. This is shown in Fig. 4 where the BRDF of an infinitely thick non-absorbing medium is calculated with DORT2002 for two types of illumination. This medium is chosen in order to eliminate anisotropy originating from medium characteristics. It can be seen that the medium reflects isotropically if the illumination is isotropic, and that the reflectance decreases for larger polar angles when normally incident illumination is used, i.e., it is anisotropic in the way predicted here. In fact, the situation shown in Fig. 4(a) is the only case giving a perfectly isotropic intensity. This is realized Fig. 2 . Schematic illustration of the probability for an exit direction from different scattering depths. The scattering event occurs at the point marked with an asterisk and the axes at the medium interface illustrate how the probability P varies with polar angle . The shape of the curve depends strongly on the distance to the surface. If near-surface scattering dominates in a medium, the relative reflectance at larger polar angles increases. by assuming isotropic intensity, thus removing the integral over all solid angles in Eq. (7), and integrating the same equation over I and :
where I 0 is the intensity of the incident light. Now, if a = 1 and assuming no transmittance, the intensity of the reflected light is I 0 . Assuming that solutions to Eq. (7) are unique, this is the only case where the reflected intensity is isotropic. This is a reasonable assumption, especially for practically relevant problems, which have been investigated elsewhere [23, 24] . However, existence and uniqueness in the radiative transfer problem are not yet fully understood.
The conclusion is thus that the anisotropy is governed by the relative contributions of scattering from different depths in a medium. If near-surface bulk scattering dominates, the relative reflectance at larger polar angles will increase. Situations with strong anisotropy of this type are thus:
1. Highly absorbing media-Near-surface bulk scattering dominates since most of the remaining light is absorbed.
2. Optically thin media-Near-surface bulk scattering dominates since most of the remaining light is transmitted.
3. Obliquely incident illumination-Near-surface bulk scattering dominates since the path is longer to reach a certain depth.
D. Non-Existence of the Bulk Scattering Perfect Diffusor
The medium in Fig. 4 corresponds to what is intuitively thought to be a perfect diffusor, i.e., it is non-absorbing and non-transmitting with isotropic single scattering. But the results above clearly show that this medium cannot reflect light diffusely (isotropically) independently of the illumination. That is, a bulk scattering perfect diffusor is theoretically and practically impossible. In fact, the only situation where the supposedly perfect diffusor reflects diffusely is when the illumination is perfectly diffuse. Any other illumination gives anisotropic-non-diffusereflectance.
This phenomenon affects standardized industrial measurements involving perfect diffusors, which are often used in calibration procedures to allow for measurement of absolute reflectance. This will be further investigated by the authors in future publications. It is noteworthy that if the diffusor were constructed from some material involving only surface scattering, i.e., with no light penetrating the medium, this phenomenon could possibly be avoided.
VALIDITY OF THE KUBELKA-MUNK MODEL
The reasoning up to this point has consequences for the widespread KM model, since this model assumes an isotropic light distribution throughout the medium. To investigate the validity of the KM model, general radiative transfer theory as expressed by Eq. (7) is manipulated below to see under which conditions the KM model can be recovered. In this way the validity conditions of the model can be stated.
The KM model assumes isotropic single scattering, and therefore the phase function p͑cos ⌰͒ϵ1 is used. Equation (7) then becomes
Id. ͑12͒
If the intensity is divided into two parts, I + and I − , representing polar angles in the intervals ͓0, /2͔ and ͓ /2,͔ , respectively, such that I = I + + I − , Eq. (12) can be written
If dx denotes infinitesimal distance from the medium's lower surface and upwards as in the KM model, the infinitesimal distance ds in any direction can be written ds =dx / u where the definition u = cos with the polar angle is used. The distance measure can then be changed and Eq. (13) becomes
Equation (14) can be integrated over polar angle (or u) since u and x are independent:
͑15͒
If I is assumed isotropic throughout the medium, the integrations in Eq. (15) 
It can be seen that Eqs. (8) and (17) in the last equality appears, because the KM model scattering coefficient is defined to scatter radiation into the opposite direction only, while it is equally distributed over all directions in general radiative transfer theory (when assuming isotropic single scattering).
The assumptions made to recover the KM model from radiative transfer theory are thus:
1. Isotropic single scattering.
Isotropic intensity throughout the medium.
If any of these conditions does not hold, the KM model is not exactly valid and applying it will introduce errors. The magnitude of the error will, of course, depend on each particular situation. Intuitively one would expect a larger error in situations with strong anisotropy, that is, when a → 0 and/or → 0.
Another consequence of this is that an exact translation between the KM model and general radiative transfer cannot exist if these conditions are not fulfilled. Any translation will then necessarily be an approximation. Translations proposed by other authors [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] thus hold exactly only when the validity conditions are fulfilled, or approximately in certain given cases. This means that the KM scattering and absorption coefficients are inherently model dependent, and that they cannot be given a physical interpretation.
CONSEQUENCES FOR THE KUBELKA-MUNK MODEL
Based on the reasoning in Subsection 3.C, where anisotropy was explained, the actual validity conditions of the KM model can now be stated. Since the situation in Fig.  4(a) , i.e., when an infinitely thick non-absorbing medium is illuminated isotropically (diffusely) is the only one leading to isotropic intensity throughout the medium, the conditions of exact validity are:
1. Non-absorbing and infinitely thick medium. 2. Isotropic illumination.
Isotropic single scattering.
If these hold the KM model and general radiative transfer theory coincide and give the same result. If they do not hold the intensity is anisotropic and an angle resolved model is necessary to describe the anisotropy. In this case the KM model and general radiative transfer theory are incommensurable.
All media will in practice absorb some light, so the first KM validity condition can thus never be fulfilled. Applying the KM model will then always introduce some error. However, it is not impossible that the KM model give satisfactory results in some applications. This is further investigated in Subsection 5.A.
A. Deviation between General Radiative Transfer and the Kubelka-Munk Model
The reflectance factor R can be defined as the flux of energy reflected in a solid angle divided by the flux reflected from an ideal perfect diffusor in the same solid angle when both media are under the same illumination:
is the intensity of the radiation reflected from the perfect diffusor, I r the intensity of the radiation reflected from a general surface, and is the solid angle. Since I r,d is independent of direction the denominator can be written ͐ I r,d cos d = I r,d if the integration is performed over the upper half-sphere, that is, if the total reflectance is considered. Normalizing the incident flux, the definition I r,d ϵ 1 can be used. The total reflectance factor R T then becomes
The KM model neglects the variations in I r , and the KM total reflectance factor R T,KM can then be written
͑20͒
where I r Ј is a constant value assigned to the intensity, in a real situation usually by some measurement. The intensity I r Ј is then implicitly assumed to represent the intensity in all directions. R T,KM will, through I r Ј, depend on the detection angle, but the correct value R T is not changed. Depending on the particular problem and how I r Ј is chosen, the deviation between the correct general radiative transfer theory and the approximate KM model will vary. This deviation, or error, is a compound consisting of the combination of measurement setup and KM model interpretation. To give an upper bound for the error and to illustrate the dependence on medium properties (single scattering albedo a and optical thickness ), I r Ј is here chosen as the intensity deviating the most from the intensity corresponding to the correct total reflectance factor. Denoting this intensity I r,max Ј , it is calculated as
In a measurement situation this would correspond to placing the detector in the angle with the same polar argument as I r,max Ј . Using the angle resolved model DORT2002 to solve the radiative transfer problem and then inserting the solution in Eq. (19) , the relative error ͑R T,KM − R T ͒ / R T,KM can be calculated for a set of medium parameters. The supposed validity conditions of the KM model are used, i.e., diffuse illumination and isotropic single-scattering.
In Fig. 5(a) the relative error in percent is shown for optical thickness ͓0.5 30͔ and albedo a ͓0.5 0.999͔. It can be seen that the error is 20-40% in a large region, and that it increases asymptotically for thin media. It is close to zero only for optically thick and highly scattering media. This is in accordance with the results presented above in Subsection 3.A, where it was shown that the anisotropy is large in exactly the cases shown here having a large relative error. The error is a consequence of the anisotropy.
Using Eq. (21), the DORT2002 simulations show that I r,max Ј corresponds to intensities I r having polar arguments near / 2, i.e., grazing angles, and that the amount of reflected light is systematically overestimated. That is, R T Ͻ R T,KM in all cases for the specific choice of parameters. It must then hold that R͑Ј͒ Ͻ R T for some solid angle Ј, since the reflectance factor in Eq. (18) becomes the total reflectance factor R T when the integration in Eq. (18) Ј=I r ͑55°͒ the error is small, and one can conclude that for some intensity I r,min Ј it must hold that I r,min Ј = R T / . There is thus necessarily an intensity I r,min Ј , and thus a corresponding measurement direction, that corresponds to the total reflectance. This is shown in Fig. 6 where the mean relative error is calculated for different detection polar angles over the set ͓0.5 30͔, a ͓0.5 0.999͔ using DORT2002. Figure 6 shows that in an average sense and over the chosen set of medium parameters, it holds that I r,min Ј ϵ I͑*͒ϷI͑51°͒. In a measurement situation this means that to minimize the error introduced by the KM model the reflectance factor detected around * Ϸ 51°from the normal should be used.
It is interesting to note that common practice in the paper industry is to use the standardized d/0 instrument geometry [32] for reflectance measurements. This instrument has diffuse illumination and measures the reflectance in the normal direction. That is, I r Ј=I r ͑0°͒, which is not the optimal angle of measurement according to the results presented here. Though, it should be mentioned that calibration of a measurement procedure normally improves the situation, since the anisotropy then implicitly can be partly compensated for. Practical and instrument related issues are discussed in part II [21] of this work.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown in this work that the reflectance from turbid media is always anisotropic with the exception of a diffusely illuminated infinitely thick non-absorbing medium. The anisotropy depends on the relative contributions of different scattering depths in the medium, and near-surface bulk scattering increases the relative reflectance at polar angles close to the medium surface. Nearsurface bulk scattering dominates in thin and highly absorbing media, since light penetrating the medium further has a high probability of being transmitted or absorbed. Another factor affecting the relative contributions from different depths is the illumination. Obliquely incident illumination causes the light to scatter closer to the surface and consequently the reflectance at large polar angles to increase, and vice versa with normal incidence. Situations with strong anisotropy are thus
• Highly absorbing media.
• Optically thin media.
• Non-diffuse (anisotropic) illumination.
These results also lead to the conclusion that the supposed perfect diffusor cannot reflect diffusely independently of the illumination. This can have practical consequences since it is often used in calibration routines.
The actual validity conditions of the KM model were derived. It is necessary that the intensity be isotropic throughout the medium for the KM model to give exact results. Since this work showed that isotropic intensity is obtained only when an infinitely thick non-absorbing medium is illuminated diffusely, this is consequently the validity condition of the model together with the requirement of isotropic single scattering. Assuming anisotropic single scattering will increase the anisotropy of the intensity, thus further increasing the error. Depending on the medium properties and the way the intensity is approximated or measured, the magnitude of the error introduced when applying the KM model will vary. This work showed that the error can be 20-40% in a large region of medium parameters. It was also shown that there exists an optimal angle where the KM model error is minimized for a given medium or experimental setup. This is a fact that can be exploited, for example, when designing setups for measuring reflectance. Mean relative error over the set ͓0.5 30͔, a ͓0.5 0.999͔ introduced by the KM model. The supposed validity conditions of the KM model are used, i.e., isotropic single scattering and diffuse illumination. The polar angle of the intensity taken to represent the intensity in all directions, i.e., the angle of detection, is varied from 0°to 89°. It is seen that the KM model underestimates the reflectance when the intensity chosen is close to the normal direction, while it overestimates the reflectance when it is close to grazing angles. The error is zero when = *, and in an average sense this is thus the optimal angle when, for example, placing a detector.
